Main Speaker Meeting

Chairperson: My name is ________________, and I am an addict. I’d like to welcome you to the ___________ main meeting at ________________!

[Read any announcements]

Let’s open the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.

We will now have some readings from our NA literature. (Use readings sheet to introduce readers)

1. Who is an Addict
2. Why are We Here
3. What is The NA Program
4. How it Works
5. The Twelve Traditions

Chairperson: Tonight’s meetings theme is _________________.
_______________ will read an excerpt from ________________

Chairperson: At this time, I would like to introduce tonight’s speaker,
_______________ from ________________

Chairperson: Let’s thank the speakers one more time.

Read any final announcements, and use readings sheet to introduce final reader

6. We Do Recover

Close meeting with The Third Step Prayer

Approximate number of attendees ________